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ABSTRACT: The combination of all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations with differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) has been exploited to investigate the influence of tem-
perature and hydration on the water distribution and mobility
in poly(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDADMA) and poly-
(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) complexes. The findings
show that the vast majority of the water molecules hydrating
the polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) with 18−30 wt % hydrat-
ion are effectively immobilized due to the strong interactions
between the PE charge groups and water. Temperature and
hydration were found to decrease similarly the fraction of
strongly bound water. Additionally, at low hydration or at low temperatures, water motions become dominantly local vibrations
and rotations instead of translational motion; translation dominance is recovered in a similar fashion by increase of both
temperature and hydration. DSC experiments corroborate the simulation findings by showing that nonfreezing, bound water
dominates in hydrated PECs at comparable hydrations. Our results raise attention to water as an equal variable to temperature
in the design and engineering of stimuli-responsive polyelectrolyte materials and provide mechanistic explanation for the
similarity.

■ INTRODUCTION

Simple mixing of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes (PEs) in
aqueous solutions due to entropy driven phase separation,1

leads to the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs).
The relatively easy preparation method in comparison to
polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) has contributed to the wide
use of PECs and PEC-based materials in industrial applica-
tions, for example, as flocculants for colloidal dispersion, adhesives,
water purification, and hydrophilic soil binders.2 Additionally,
synthesis of PECs does not require the use of a chemical cross-
linking agent which reduces toxicity and makes many PECs
promising materials in the fields of biotechnology and medi-
cine, for example, for encapsulation of drugs and enzymes,3,4

for immobilization and purification of proteins,5 and as vectors
in gene therapy.6

The properties of the PECs can be controlled either by
varying formation conditions, such as pH or ionic strength, as
well as PE chemistry and concentration,7,8 or by postpro-
duction modification, such as drying or hydration,9 thermal
annealing,10 ion-exchange,11,12 or surface functionalization.13

Their formation mechanisms,14−16 as well as physicochemical

properties including conductivity17,18 and mechanical19 and
thermal properties,19,20 have been intensively studied. Of these,
the thermal properties are particularly interesting as hydrated
PECs undergo a glass-transition-like thermal transition.7,11,20−24

At a specific temperature PECs become softer.25 The transition
response and ensuing plasticization provides a handle to control
the PEC mechanical properties21,22 and allows them to be used
as thermally responsive materials.26 On the other hand, water
has a crucial role as a plasticizer in this phenomenon: dried
PECs are brittle and thermally stable and exhibit no thermal
transitions even at elevated temperatures.20 The transition
temperature of hydrated PECs has been reported to decrease
with increasing water content and salt doping level.11,21,25

Additionally, recent studies21,22 have connected the thermal
transition with shortening of PE−water hydrogen-bonding
lifetime, which facilitates PE motions. The mobility of PE
chains is additionally enhanced by water through providing
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volume for PE chain motion and reducing the friction between
them.27−29 On the other hand, fully hydrated PEMs might not
exhibit transition in the accessible temperature range.30 Even
though the plasticizing effect of water in hydrated PECs has
been generally described, further and more detailed explan-
ations of PEC response to water and the underlying mech-
anism are needed.19 Specifically, an understanding of the state
of water (bound vs nonbound) and its diffusion (rotational
and translational) in the PEC is needed.
In PECs, water is confined by the PECs’ hierarchical micro-

and nanoporous structure; such confined geometries have been
reported to result in water exhibiting surface-dependent prop-
erties, anomalous diffusion,31,32 evaporation,33 or melting or
freezing temperature34−36 responses. The responses depend on
degree of confinement, that is, pore size and changes in pore
sizes. For PEC aggregates, pore sizes on the order of tens of
micrometers have been reported while smaller nanopores are
generated upon the PE complexation, that is, the PEC is a
kinetically trapped PE network that rearranges very slowly.37

Porosity in hydrated PECs can be decreased, and the PEC can
be compacted by dehydration, mechanical pressing, or centri-
fugation38 and regenerated by soaking in salt solution over a
long period of time.37 For the poly(diallyldimethylammonium)
(PDADMA)/poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) PEM,
experimentally determined pore sizes of about 1 nm have
been reported.39

Water in hydrated PECs may be considered to exist in three
different states based on its melting temperature Tm, as mea-
sured using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC): (1) non-
freezing, bound water (no detectable Tm), (2) freezing, bound
water (Tm below 273 K), and (3) freezing, relatively free water
(Tm ∼273 K).40 The depression in Tm for bound water may be
related to either weaker interactions of water with the PEs, for
example, formation of a second hydration shell, or with the
porous structure of the PEC. Water that can be frozen, that is,
freezing bound water or freezing relatively free water, is
hypothesized to not be present at low PEC hydration. On the
other hand, the polyelectrolyte ion pairs are hydrated with
water so tightly bound that it does not experience freezing: this
nonfreezing bound water may provide the major contribution
to the plasticization of hydrated polymers.27 Furthermore, Hodge
et al.27 have shown that, for swollen poly(vinyl alcohol), a critical
water content (in that case 30 wt %) is required for freezing
water to be present; at lower hydrations, all water is so tightly
bound that it does not freeze. The critical water content there
corresponds to the theoretical value for complete hydration
saturation of the poly(vinyl alcohol) hydroxyl sites. The
finding suggests that the critical hydration wt % at which the
PE system contains sufficiently loosely bound water for it to be
able to freeze may depend on the polymer side chain chemistry
and size.
Computer modeling, more precisely molecular dynamics

(MD)21,22,41−43 and Monte Carlo44−47 methods, provides
one of the most perspective theoretical tools to examine the
response of water in confined geometries. MD simulations
have been used to understand PE adsorption48 and PEM and
PEC formation.42,43,49 Coarse grained approaches provide
access to PE dynamics in the assemblies.50 However, to
capture the dynamics of the water and ions in PECs, explicit
solvent all-atom MD simulations are used.21,22,24,41,51,52 For
example, the diffusion of water molecules inside PDADMA/
PSS PECs has been shown to be significantly slower than that
in bulk water.52 Additionally, simulations have contributed to

associating water mobility in PE assemblies with the mech-
anism of PEC thermal transition,22,24 as well as probed the role
of water and salt in PEC plasticization.21

In this work, we have characterized the water mobility in
hydrated PDADMA/PSS PECs via all-atom detail MD simu-
lations and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). In partic-
ular, we have mapped the hydration and temperature response
of the water motions both by MD simulations and DSC. The
simulations enable assessing the corresponding distribution of
water in the PECs. Finally, the findings are connected by
modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC) measure-
ments to the glass transition temperature Tg. The significance
of the work is that it connects the temperature and hydration
induced plasticization response of PEC materials and shows
they result in similar, interconnected response. This means that
water can be considered as a variable similar to temperature in
tuning PEC materials characteristics.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments. Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAD-

MAC, 20 wt % in water, Sigma-Aldrich, Mw = 200 000−
350 000 g mol−1) and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS, Scientific
Polymer Products, Mw = 500 000 g mol−1) were used as received. PE
solutions were prepared using deionized water with 18.2 MΩ·cm
resistivity. The PECs were obtained by mixing stoichiometric
amounts of PDADMAC and PSS solutions under stirring, without
any salt addition. The precipitate PECs were centrifuged, pressed, and
rinsed with water, and after being dried they were ground into fine
powders. Details of PEC preparation and composition estimation are
described elsewhere.24

The state of water in the hydrated PECs was examined by
distinguishing between the freezing and nonfreezing states of water
using DSC in standard mode. The sample was first cooled from 313 to
223 K at 5 K min−1, kept isothermal at 223 K for 10 min, and heated
up to 293 K at the same rate. The endothermic melting peak was
analyzed to determine the frozen state water.40 Assuming melting
enthalpies for both freezing free water and freezing bound water to be
the same as that of bulk water,40 the amount of freezing water (Wf) is
calculated as

=
Δ
Δ

W
H
Hf
m

0 (1)

where ΔHm is the observed melting enthalpy of water in the hydrated
PEC and ΔH0 is the melting enthalpy of pure water in a similar
environment (i.e., sealed in DSC pan). Here, pure water exhibited a
melting peak with 329 J g−1 fusion heat at 273 K, close to the
previously reported value 334 J g−1.40 The amount of nonfreezing
water Wnf is obtained from difference of total water content and the
freezing water Wf as

= −W W Wnf c f (2)

Molecular Dynamics Simulation. The Gromacs 5.1.3 pack-
age53,54 was used for all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of 23PDADMA20−21PSS20 assemblies (PECs), where the subscript
refers to the number of repeat unit in each chain. The prefactors 23
and 21 refer to the number of 20 repeat unit PDADMA and PSS
molecules; the PDADMA-to-PSS ratio follows from experimental
neutron activation analysis (NAA). The chemical structures of PEs
and sample chain conformations are presented in Figure 1. To describe
the PEs and the ions, the OPLS-aa force field55 with the ammonium
groups extension56 was used. The partial charges of PSS were taken
from ref 52. The parameters for sodium and chloride ions originate
from refs 57 and 58, respectively. For water, in compliance with the
force-field choice, the explicit TIP4P water model59 was employed.
The PME method was used for the long-range electrostatic inter-

actions.60 van der Waals interactions were described using the Lennard-
Jones potential with a 1.0 nm cutoff. Throughout the simulations, all
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the bonds in the PEs and water molecules were controlled by the
LINCS61 and SETTLE62 algorithms, respectively. A 2 fs (initially 0.5 fs)
time step within the leapfrog integration scheme was applied, and the
trajectories were written every 1000 steps. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in all directions. All simulation visualizations
were done using the VMD software package.63 Temperature was
controlled via the V-rescale thermostat64 with coupling constant
0.1 ps at reference temperature 290 K. The PEs were coupled to the
heat bath as one thermostatting group while water and the ions were
coupled to the heat bath as another group. The pressure was con-
trolled via the Parrinello−Rahman barostat65 with the coupling con-
stant 2 ps and reference pressure 1 bar.
The initial configurations were generated using PACKMOL,66 with

PE chain conformations extracted from dilute solution. The detailed
steps of obtaining PE assemblies with relatively uniform structure and
water distribution are presented in Table S1 in the Supporting
Information (SI).24 The generated initial configurations were simulated
for 100 ns at an elevated temperature of 370 K, after which the
temperature was brought down to 290 K in 10 ns time as the relaxa-
tion before the production run. See Figure 1 for an example of the
degree of PE entanglement after relaxation. In the production run, the
temperature was increased from 290 to 360 K in 5 K steps of 15 ns
each for a total simulation duration of 225 ns. The first 1 ns of each
step was disregarded in the analysis. The employed time scale is too
short to capture polymer chain relaxation and diffusion, but water and
ion dynamics are captured.67 Temperatures approaching the freezing
temperature were not probed by simulations as the accuracy of the
simulation results decreases near phase transition points.
For setting up the PECs to match the experimental compositions,

we used experimental compositions determined in an earlier work
using NAA.24 In the simulations, four different water contents, Wc,
similar to the DSC experiments, were studied, that is, 18 wt % (NW =
1664), 22 wt % (NW = 2138), 26 wt % (NW = 2664), and 30 wt %
(NW = 3250) water. Here, NW is the number of water molecules in the
simulation box. Our selected hydration range mimics cases in which
polyelectrolyte complexes and multilayers are used as solids in humid
conditions18,68,69 or in the case of studying the glass transition.21−25

Higher hydration levels, experimentally observed for fully immersed
complexes and multilayers,70 were not examined.
To neutralize the system, 40 chloride ions were added to the

system. This results in a 1.04 wt % of Cl− in a dry complex, in close
match with the NAA analysis result, that is, 0.91 wt %. The PSS to
PDADMA ratio (based on repeat unit molar ratio) in each simulation
was 0.913 (0.922 in NAA experiments). All presented results are
calculated as an average over simulations with three different initial
configurations, unless otherwise stated.
Solvent accessible surface area was calculated using the double

cubic lattice method71 (Gromacs gmx sasa program) with probe

radius 0.14 nm. The calculation was done as an average over the
frames of each temperature step. The rotational and translational dif-
fusion coefficients of water were estimated using the two phase
thermodynamic model (2PT).72−74 To extract the velocity data for
this calculation, separate simulations of 50 ps in duration with an
enhanced output frequency of 2 fs were run for each system and for
each temperature step. The final frame (coordinates and velocities) at
each temperature in the temperature ramping was used as the initial
configuration of this run. Similarly, to determine the diffusion coef-
ficients for the single water molecules, 20 ps separate simulations with
an enhanced output frequency of 10 fs were run for each system at
290, 325, and 360 K temperature steps. The diffusion results were
checked against 10 and 50 ps long simulations; the 20 ps simulations
were long enough to lead to the same average and no visible dif-
ferences, as the 50 ps simulations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

States of Frozen Water in and the Glass Transition
Temperatures of PECs. Standard DSC was used to explore
the state of water in the hydrated PECs as compared to
pure water. Figure S1 (SI) presents the heating curves of the
hydrated samples and the pure water as a control. It should be
noted that values determined using DSC are extracted at or
near water’s freezing point such that the obtained information
corresponds only to temperatures in that range. At higher
temperatures, the distribution of water may differ significantly,
and especially the ratio between the freezing and nonfreezing
bound water may change. First, the thermogram of pure water
exhibits a considerable endothermic peak with enthalpy of
329 J·g−1, which is slightly lower than the reported value of
334 J·g−1 due to the sealed environment.40 Second, Figure 2a
shows that only the sample with Wc = 30 wt % has a small
melting peak at temperature well below 273 K, attributed to
freezing bound water. The lower hydration levels bore no sign
of melting, indicating that only nonfreezing bound water was
present. For 30 wt % hydration, the amount of freezing bound
water was calculated from the integration of the melting peak
to be 0.9 wt % of the hydrated PEC. The melting peak is
relatively wide, from 255 to 270 K. The decrease in the melting
temperature of water can be also related to the confined geo-
metry, that is, nanopores. For example, the melting point of
water in hydrophilic silica pores (diameter ≈ 1.5 nm) drops by
60°.34 Freezing free water, which would have melted at 273°,
was not detected at any of these hydration levels. These results

Figure 1. (a) PSS and PDADMA chemical structures and (b) 20 repeat unit long chains from MD simulations. (c) Visualization of the PE
backbones in a relaxed initial configuration of 23PDADMA20−21PSS20 at 18 wt % water. For clarity and better visualization of the chain
entanglement, the simulation box visualization presents just the PE backbones. (d) An expanded view of a single intrinsic ion pair surrounded
by water molecules. The expanded view shows how the PE side chains and water molecules fill the voids. PDADMA backbone is in yellow and PSS
in red.
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show that most of the water in hydrated PECs, in the presently
studied hydration contents, is tightly bound nonfreezing water.
The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the hydrated PEC

with varying water content, has been recently determined using
MDSC24 and is remeasured and plotted in Figure S1. The Tg
corresponds to the inflection point in the second scan of the
sigmoidal reversing heat flow response. We observed that Tg

decreased from 384 to 318 K with increasing hydration. The
decrease in Tg with increasing hydration for these PDADMA-
PSS PECs, as well as for PAH−PAA PECs, has been reported
in literature.24,25 Recent studies24 have shown that the molar
ratio of water to intrinsic ion pair was found to be a universal
parameter controlling the Tg in both PDADMA-PSS and
PAH−PAA PECs.
Accurate determination of the glass transition temperature

via simulations is influenced by the local character of this
phenomenon: the response depends on the specific local
simulation configuration.21 On the other hand, the experiments
show the average over a huge number of local events over a
wide temperature range, ±15 K, see Figure S1. In ref 22, the
glass transition was visible via simulations in PDADMA/PSS
assemblies of 4PDADMA25−4PSS25 composition at 18 wt %
water as a sudden increase in water mobility and decrease in
the mean lifetime of the hydrogen bonds between PSS sulfo-
nate groups and water. However, the simulations presented
here correspond to a much larger simulation system, which
means the transition here is averaged over a higher number of
intrinsic ion pairs and consequently is relatively weak.

Water Distribution in Simulated PEC. To gain more
insight into water behavior in hydrated PECs, we examined PE
assemblies of same composition, as determined by NAA,24 at
the same 18, 22, 26, and 30 wt % water content also by MD
simulations. In Figure 3, the water network for MD simulations
modeled PECs with 18 and 30 wt % water content are pre-
sented to visualize the distribution of water in the PE assem-
blies. The figure shows a relatively uniform distribution; that is,
no extended water droplets are present. This reflects the PEC
structure; see SI for the initial configuration preparation
procedure in Table S1 and Figure S2. For the 18 wt % water
system, separated small water clusters are visible, and at the
higher hydration, the water network becomes connected. Even
then, no large droplets form at 30 wt % water. This suggests
that PE−water binding is stronger than water−water binding.
This observation is in line with prior hydrogen bond lifetime
observations in PDADMA/PSS PECs that indicate that the
PSS−water hydrogen bonds persist twice as long as water−
water bonds.22

The corresponding solvent accessible surface area of the PE
chains per water molecule, AS, at the different hydration weight
percent is presented in Figure 4. The calculation is based on
fitting a probe of radius 0.14 nm into the pores of the PE con-
figurations, see Materials and Methods for details. The systematic

Figure 2. (a) DSC heat flow curves for PDADMA−PSS hydrated
PECs with varying water content and pure water to investigate the
melting and the states of water in the PEC. First heating is shown at
5 K min−1, and the data presented correspond to the “exotherm
down” format. (b) An illustration depicting nonfreezing bound water,
freezing bound water, and freezing free water.

Figure 3. Water network in PEC with (a) 18 wt % and (b) 30 wt % water at 290 K. The figures are to scale; increase of water content swells the
PEC. Only water (in blue) is shown for clarity.
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increase of AS with the water content means that with increasing
hydration, more PE surface becomes available to water, as
suggested by the visual observations based on Figure 3. Prior
work indicates that the increased chain hydration results
in higher mobility of the PE chains.21 Increase in PE chain
mobility with increasing water content can be expected to
decrease the glass transition temperature. Indeed, our MDSC
measurements confirm this as the glass transition temperature, Tg,
for PECs is 384 K (18 wt % water content), 355 K (22 wt %),
335 K (26 wt %), and 318 K (30 wt %) with the respective water
contents in parentheses, see Figure 2b and Table 1.

Figure 4 shows that AS increases with temperature and that
the increase is linear for all systems. Furthermore, the observed
slope is independent of the PEC hydration in the studied range.
This suggests, that the increase of the PE surface accessed by the
solvent is propelled by the increase of the kinetic energy of water
molecules with temperature: at higher T, the water molecules

hydrate regions of the PE chain that are inaccessible at lower
temperatures.

Diffusion versus Temperature. To capture more detail
regarding the outcome of the kinetic energy increase of water
molecules with temperature, we turn to look at the diffusion
behavior. Figure 5 presents the calculated diffusion coefficient,
D, as well as its translational, DT, and rotational, DR, com-
ponents for the water molecules hydrating the PECs as a
function of the temperature and hydration. The translational
and rotational components are derived from the division of the
motion spectra.73 The data presented in Figure 5 shows that, in
agreement with intuition, both diffusion components increase
with the temperature. However, the trends are rather different.
The translational diffusion, DT, shows a significant dependency
on the water content of the system: for the 18 wt % water
system, DT increases close to linearly with T, and the observed
changes are relatively small, but for the 30 wt % water system,
DT shows a more exponential-like growth with T. The latter
response results in a significantly larger difference in water
mobility over the same temperature interval.
For the translational diffusion coefficient, the observed expo-

nential relationship with temperature resembles the Arrhenius
equation

= −D D E k Texp( / )T 0 A B (3)

where the parameter EA is an activation energy for the diffusion
and D0 a maximal translational diffusion coefficient. A fit of eq 3
to the data of Figure 5 enables extracting these parameters via
least-squares fitting. The fits are visible in Figure 5 and the
corresponding EA and D0 values are provided in Table S2. The
data show that D0 increases monotonically with the water
content of the PEC. On the other hand, the diffusion activation
energy, EA, decreases, except for the system with the highest
water content. The activation energy represents here the char-
acteristic energy required for breaking the energy barriers in
the PEC network, such as PE−water hydrogen bond energy,24

and transferring of those water molecules. Hence, EA, com-
posed of enthalpic and entropic components, is an energy related
only to the translational molecular motion of water. Its value
compared to bulk water is lower than the one measured experi-
mentally based on the self-diffusion coefficient.75 For a com-
parison, corresponding EA values for hydrogels vary between
16.7 and 62.8 kJ/mol,76 depending on hydration; gels with
higher water content have lower activation energy. The activa-
tion energy, EA, differs from the van’t Hoff enthalpy, which for

Figure 4. Solvent accessible surface area per water molecule AS for
PECs with different water wt %.

Table 1. Nonfreezing Water,Wnf, freezing water,Wf, and the
glass transition temperature, Tg, of PDADMA/PSS PECsa

Wc [wt %] Wnf [wt %] Wf
b [wt %] Tg

c [K]

18 18 0 384
22 22 0 355
26 26 0 335
30 29.1 0.9 318

aWeight percent based on the mass of the hydrated PEC. bOnly
freezing bound water was observed. Freezing free water was not
observed. cData was adapted from ref 24.

Figure 5. Translational, DT, rotational, DR, and total, D, diffusion coefficients of water molecules in the PECs hydrated at different water wt %.
The solid lines are fits to eq 3.
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these systems is associated with the disruption of a single
hydrogen bond and, therefore, is independent of the PE type
and hydration level.24

Contrary to the translational diffusion temperature depend-
ency, the PEC water content does not have significant impact
on the temperature response of the rotational diffusion of
water molecules, DR(T); the DR(T) curves seem to just shift to
a higher value with increasing hydration in Figure 5. Bulk water
rotational diffusion, however, increases significantly more with
temperature.
To elaborate on the response, Figure 6 shows the normal-

ized rotational DR* = DR/DR
b and translational DT* = DT/DT

b

diffusion coefficients of water molecules in PECs, where DR
b

and DT
b are, respectively, the rotational and translational

diffusion coefficients of bulk water at each temperature. The
increase of the rotational diffusion of water molecules in bulk
water causes DR* to decrease with temperature, Figure 6. The
observation suggests that a gradual change in the DR(T) slope
with temperature can be expected for a higher water content
than examined here.
Diffusion versus Hydration. In Figure 5, the translational

diffusion coefficient of water, DT, increases with the PEC water
content, but at all water contents, the value remains signifi-
cantly below bulk water diffusion. However, an opposite trend
can be observed for DR: DR decreases with increasing water con-
tent. Moreover, at low water content and low temperatures, the
rotational diffusion of water exceeds that of the bulk water, see
Figure 6. This is related to the confined geometry of the pores
in the PECs: as the translational diffusion is hindered strongly
by the confinement, a significant part of the molecule energy
transfers to the rotational motions.
Comparison of the translational and rotational parts of the

total diffusion coefficient of water molecules, Figure 5 reveals
that for a PEC with 18 wt % water, rotational diffusion is
higher than translational diffusion through the entire studied
temperature range. For the systems with somewhat higher
hydration, 22 and 26 wt %, DT exceeds DR around 335 and
295 K, respectively. At 30 wt % water content, similar to bulk
water, the translational diffusion of water in the PEC domi-
nates over the rotational component throughout the examined
temperature range. The observed transition from rotational

diffusion to translational diffusion dominating regime with
an increase of either the hydration or temperature suggests
that two different types of water are present in the PEC. One
corresponds to water tightly bound to the PE. These water
molecules have a relatively small DT and high DR. The second
water species is not a part of PE first hydration shell (is less
tightly bound with the PE) and is hence more mobile (higher
DT). In the following, these two species are referred to as
bound and nonbound water but it is important to discern that
even for the nonbound water, diffusion is heavily constrained
in comparison to bulk water.

Diffusion of Individual Water Molecules. Figure 7
shows the population frequency histograms showing the dis-
tribution of individual water molecule total diffusion coef-
ficients in the PECs at different hydration levels, as well as, in
bulk water. The data enables gaining more insight toward the
bound and nonbound water, and the distribution of water
diffusion coefficients in the PEC systems. For bulk water, the
diffusion coefficient distribution at different temperatures
resembles the Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution. Furthermore,
the mean values of D in bulk water, the vertical lines in Figure 7,
are in good agreement with the values calculated for much
longer simulations.
The diffusion coefficient distribution of the water molecules

in PECs is completely different from the bulk water diffusion
coefficient distribution. For the sake of clarity, the y-axis in
Figure 7 is in linear scale (graph with logarithmic scale is avail-
able in the SI, Figure S3) and the x-axis ranges differ between
the water molecules in PECs and those in bulk water. The data
shows that regardless of the temperature and hydration, a vast
majority of water molecules have a very low D. Such “frozen”
molecules can be considered as tightly bound to the PE and
constitute most of the water even at the highest 30 wt % water
content PECs. Similar tightly bound water is present in, for
example, reverse micelles.77,78

The average diffusion coefficients calculated over the
individual water molecule diffusion coefficients presented in
Figure 7 (20 ps simulation) match the diffusion coefficients
calculated using 14 ns averaging time. However, the data shows
that only a tiny fraction of the water molecules have a diffusion
coefficient close to the average, see Figure 7. For a few selected
samples, we calculated the rotational and translational diffusion
contributions of water molecules in the different D distribution
fractions: the slowest tenth of the molecules had rotational
diffusion, DR, contributing to around 90% of their total D while
the fastest tenth had a 90% of translational contributions DT in
their total D. This directly explains the switch from DR to DT
as the dominant part of diffusion with the temperature and
hydration by relating the switch to the fraction of the bound
and nonbound water molecules in the system.
The fraction of water with extremely low D can be identified

also experimentally via DSC: it corresponds to the non-
freezing water in DSC characterization. For hydrated PECs
studied using DSC, only nonfreezing water was observed up to
26 wt % water content in the PECs and at higher water con-
tents a small amount of freezing water emerged, see Figure 2a).
On the other hand, in our simulations, a small fraction of
mobile water is present even at the lowest hydration, that is, 18
wt %. The presence of this small amount of mobile water in the
simulations could be explained by the difference in examina-
tion temperatures: the experiments give us information about
the water states close to the water melting temperature or below
(freezing bound water), while in the simulations temperatures at

Figure 6. Normalized rotational, DR*, and translational, DT*, diffusion
coefficients in the hydrated PECs at different water wt %. Diffusion
coefficients are normalized by the corresponding bulk water rotational
or translational diffusion coefficient at the same temperature.
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290 K and above were investigated. More so, the data of
Figure 7 suggests that the distribution of water into bound
and nonbound states strongly depends on the temperature.
Considering both the experimental and simulation results of
this work, for PECs at <26 wt % water content at temperatures
below 290 K, a complete immobilization of water in the sense
of lack of translational diffusion can be expected. On the other
hand, for PECs with 30 wt % water, a small fraction of mobile
water remains even at low temperatures, and this water can be
frozen, which results in the appearance of a melting peak,
Figure 2a).
At 26 and 30 wt % water content, the amount of bound

water exceeds the overall amount of water in the PECs with
18 wt % water. Regardless, also at 18 wt % a fraction of more
mobile water molecules is present. This suggests that some
kind of equilibrium between the bound and nonbound water
exists in the PECs. This equilibrium depends also on the
temperature. The increase of the amount of bound water with
water content seems to have a limiting value toward conver-
gence. This suggests that at some amount of water, the amount
of bound water will saturate; further increases in the water
amount will increase just the amount of nonbound water. These
observations and deductions are very much in agreement with
intuition.
The population frequency histograms (Figure 7) for PECs

with 18, 22, and 30 wt % of water at temperatures 290, 325,
and 360 K bear close resemblance to each other. This suggests
that temperature and hydration have similar overall effects on
the distribution of bound and nonbound water in the PECs
and also on the PEC materials response. The equivalent effect
of water and temperature on plasticization mechanism was
previously reported for poly(vinyl alcohol).27 The results here

show similar changes in water dynamics within PE assemblies
due to increases in either temperature or hydration. The signifi-
cance of this finding is that the mobility of water molecules is
expected to result in a similar plasticization effect in the PEC.
This translates to a resulting mechanical response, as observed
by Nolte et al.68 This finding could provide a bridge between the
time−temperature and time−humidity superposition principles
proposed for hydrated PE systems in previous studies.79

■ CONCLUSIONS
The influence of the temperature and hydration on water
mobility in hydrated PDADMA/PSS assemblies was investigated
theoretically, via all-atom MD simulations, and experimentally,
via MDSC measurements. We explored the temperature and
hydration dependency of the binding states of water in
PDADMA/PSS complexes. We found that in PECs with hydra-
tion up to 26 wt % water content, only very strongly PE-bound
nonfreezing water was present, implying a strong association
between water and the polyelectrolytes. For higher hydrations,
a small fraction of less tightly bound, freezing bound water was
detected as well. The findings might connect with a glass
transition temperature decrease with increasing hydration in
the PECs and aid to corroborate the crucial role of water as a
plasticizer. The MD simulations enabled a quantitative analysis
of PE accessible surface area as a function of temperature and
hydration: the analysis showed that in the normal hydration
range of these PE assemblies, that is, 18 to 30 wt %, PE−water
binding dominates over water self-interaction. The diffusion
coefficients of water, as well as, its translational and rotational
contributions, were calculated. The results demonstrated, that
due to the tight binding of the water molecules with the PEs
and the confined geometry of the water pores in the PECs, at

Figure 7. Individual water molecule diffusion coefficients as population frequency histograms for the bulk water and for PECs at different water
contents. The data corresponds to the average from three different initial configurations and is calculated over a period of 20 ps. Vertical green lines
denote the mean value of the diffusion coefficient. The same data but with a logarithmic axis is provided in the SI (Figure S3). This shows that the
majority of water molecules exist in a bound state.
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low hydration and temperature, the dominating contributor to
total diffusion was the rotational motions whereas at higher
hydration and temperature, translational motions became acti-
vated; actually, at low hydration and temperature, the rotations
were found to exceed in magnitude those in bulk water. The
water motions respond similarly to increase in hydration and
temperature, that is, effectively similar response can be obtained
by either variable.
Investigation of the individual water molecule diffusion

revealed that the distribution of water into the bound and non-
bound states depends strongly on the hydration and temperature.
Both factors seem to change the water distribution in very similar
manner, which is in line with the MDSC results suggesting
the crucial role of both temperature and water amount in the
plasticization of the hydrated PECs. In agreement with the
experimental findings, the vast majority of the water molecules
hydrating the PECs were immobilized, due to the strong PE−
water interactions. The fraction of immobilized water molecules,
however, decreases with the increasing temperature and hydra-
tion, simultaneously increasing the amount of mobile water
in the system, responsible for providing a lubrication effect.
In total, the findings highlight the role of hydration as a control
parameter in PEC materials properties, raise attention to the
similarity of water and temperature as tuning parameters of
these materials, and provide an explanation for the similarity.
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